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Turn your camera on – we'd like to see you!

This course takes customization specialists through the theory and practical creation of 
menu systems in the FWP, including the workbook, context and cockpit menus. It looks in 
detail at the reporting system and explains how to set up reports in the different cockpit 
views and how to bind parameters to them from the current view.

Register now

Register now

The Avaloq Banking Reference/Starter Kit, or ABR/S, is delivered to all new Avaloq clients 
including on-premises, SaaS and BPaaS implementations. This course teaches students 
how to customize bank-specific code for both on-premises and SaaS/BPaaS projects.

Register now

The aim of this course is to show you how to set up adapters, particularly trading-related 
adapters like FixBridge, OmgeoBridge, EurexBridge and SIX Telekurs. It explains the 
purpose of these adapters and gives you the information required for customization in 
ACP as well as the configuration needed on the container platform.

Register now

Sign up now before slots run out!

More courses coming to APAC
Do you often have to stay up late to join our courses in 
European time zones? If so, we have good news for you! 
We're thrilled to announce that we are expanding our 
course delivery capabilities in the APAC region. Don't 
miss this opportunity to elevate your skills and stay ahead in 
your industry. Enroll now and join us on this exciting journey!

We hope you are enjoying your online learning journey. To maximize your learning experience, we 
strongly encourage you to enable your camera during our courses. By turning on your camera, you 
unlock these advantages:
 

 

Embrace the benefits that your camera brings for a vibrant and successful online learning community.
Thank you for your commitment to learning with us.

Foster meaningful connections: engage and connect with your instructor and peers, creating a 
collaborative learning community.
 
Promote active participation: be fully present and engaged, motivating others to contribute and 
share their perspectives.
 
Non-verbal communicationNon-verbal communication: convey facial expressions and gestures, facilitating clearer 
communication and understanding.
 
Enhanced instructional support: enable instructors to personalize teaching methods based on 
your reactions and comprehension.
 
Increased accountabilityIncreased accountability: establish commitment and productivity, resulting in a more enriching 
learning experience.
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